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I-69 PROJECT INFORMATION 
Jim Poturalski, INDOT 
2 
Indianapolis, IN 
MM ~220.0 (1.25 Miles) 
NORTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 220.0 
Queue Management/Mitigation  
 
• PREDICTED QUEUES • MEASURED QUEUES 
Traffic Merging Left 
• I-69 LANE NB LANE CLOSURE • TIME LAPSE (CONGESTION 
DOCUMENTATION) 
Peak Vol ~2900 vph  
• The construction project will be replacing 
a 12’ NB right lane with concrete 
pavement for 1 ¼ miles. 
• Prior to construction of right lane, the 
inside shoulder will be reinforced to 
accommodate additional traffic. 
• After completion of the reinforcement the 
NB right lane will be closed for ~30 days 
with construction crews working 24/7. 
• Accurate knowledge of measured queues 
could shorten schedules, allow better 
management of queue mitigation 
strategies, and decrease crash incidents. 
NORTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 220.0  






1 ¼ miles of NB right lane 
I-69; closed for ~30 days. 
NORTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 220.0  
Construction Start: 10/11/12 End: 11/10/12) 
MM 220 
 NORTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 220.0  
Construction Schedule 
NORTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 220.0  
QUEWZ: Analysis of Queue Lengths 
NORTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 220.0  
QUEWZ: Analysis of Queue Lengths (Diverted Traffic) 
NORTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 220.0  





















































































NORTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 220.0  





CONSTRUCTION QUEUE, TRAVEL TIME, 
AND CONGESTION  DATA COLLECTION 
RESULTS 
Tom Brennan, Purdue 
11 
Indianapolis, IN 
MM ~220.0 (1.25 Miles) 
NORTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 220.0 
Queue Measurement and Documentation  
 
• PREDICTED QUEUES • MEASURED QUEUES 
Traffic Merging Left 
• I-69 LANE NB LANE CLOSURE • TIME LAPSE (CONGESTION 
DOCUMENTATION) 




















































































NORTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 220.0  
























































































NORTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 220.0  





Friday (10/19/2012 11:29 AM) 
QUEWZ Predicted Friday to be the Worst Day 
NORTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 220.0  
Cameras Installed to Document Queuing 
MM 205 MM 210 MM 215 
MM 220 
Camera 1: ~MM 218.1 
Camera 2: ~MM 217.6 Camera 3:~MM 214 
Construction Zone:  
~1.25 Miles 
NORTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 220.0  
Observed Queue at Camera 1 
NB Lanes 
Queue can be observed at a point, 
but how far back does it extend? 
NORTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 220.0  
Observed Queue at Camera 1 
Queue 
NORTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 220.0  




Camera 1: ~MM 218.1 
Camera 2: ~MM 217.6 
Camera 3:~MM 214 
Construction Zone:  
~1.25 Miles 
QUEUE QUEUE (~12 Miles) 
NORTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 220.0  








































































































































































































S M T W T F S
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31
OCTOBER 2012
NORTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION  
Friday Congestion Hours 
S M T W T F S
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31
OCTOBER
S M T W T F S
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30
SEPTEMBER
S M T W T F S
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30
NOVEMBER
>20 Min; <=30 
<=20 
Legend  





























>30 Min; <=40 
NORTHBOUND I-69: ANONYMOUS PROBE DATA 






















































































































































































































































Sunday IQR Sunday 50th Quartile
S M T W T F S
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30
SEPTEMBER
S M T W T F S
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31
OCTOBER
S M T W T F S
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24





























NORTHBOUND I-69: Sat/Sun/Weekday Travel Times 






















































































































































































































































Saturday IQR Saturday 50th Quartile
S M T W T F S
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
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30
SEPTEMBER
S M T W T F S
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
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28 29 30 31
OCTOBER
S M T W T F S
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24





























NORTHBOUND I-69: Sat/Sun/Weekday Travel Times 






















































































































































































































































WEEKDAY IQR WEEKDAY 50th Quartile
S M T W T F S
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30
SEPTEMBER
S M T W T F S
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31
OCTOBER
S M T W T F S
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24





























NORTHBOUND I-69: Sat/Sun/Weekday Travel Times 






















































































































































































































































Sunday IQR Sunday 50th Quartile
S M T W T F S
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
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30
SEPTEMBER
S M T W T F S
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
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28 29 30 31
OCTOBER
S M T W T F S
1 2 3
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NORTHBOUND I-69: Sat/Sun/Weekday Travel Times 






















































































































































































































































Saturday IQR Saturday 50th Quartile
S M T W T F S
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
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30
SEPTEMBER
S M T W T F S
1 2 3 4 5 6
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28 29 30 31
OCTOBER
S M T W T F S
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NORTHBOUND I-69: Sat/Sun/Weekday Travel Times 






















































































































































































































































Sunday IQR Sunday 50th Quartile
S M T W T F S
1
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30
SEPTEMBER
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NORTHBOUND I-69: Sat/Sun/Weekday Travel Times 






















































































































































































































































Sunday IQR Sunday 50th Quartile
S M T W T F S
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NORTHBOUND I-69: Sat/Sun/Weekday Travel Times 






















































































































































































































































Sunday IQR Sunday 50th Quartile
S M T W T F S
1
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NORTHBOUND I-69: Sat/Sun/Weekday Travel Times 






















































































































































































































































Sunday IQR Sunday 50th Quartile
S M T W T F S
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NORTHBOUND I-69: Sat/Sun/Weekday Travel Times 






















































































































































































































































Sunday IQR Sunday 50th Quartile
S M T W T F S
1
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NORTHBOUND I-69: Sat/Sun/Weekday Travel Times 






















































































































































































































































Sunday IQR Sunday 50th Quartile
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NORTHBOUND I-69: Sat/Sun/Weekday Travel Times 






















































































































































































































































Sunday IQR Sunday 50th Quartile
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NORTHBOUND I-69: Sat/Sun/Weekday Travel Times 
(MM 205.4  222.2)  [ 16.8 Miles;  ~14 Min Travel Time @ 72 MPH] 
Camera 1:    ~MM 18.1 
Camera 2:    ~MM 17.6 
Camera 3:    ~MM 14 
id road mile dirn lane assettype lane_type det_type lat lon tstamp vol speed
2698 I-69 15.5 n 1 tcom m 5 39.99153 -85.8247 22:25.0 12 44
2698 I-69 15.5 n 1 tcom m 5 39.99153 -85.8247 23:25.0 11 39
2698 I-69 15.5 n 1 tcom m 5 39.99153 -85.8247 24:24.0 9 39
2698 I-69 15.5 n 1 tcom m 5 39.99153 -85.8247 25:25.0 8 40
2698 I-69 15.5 n 1 tcom m 5 39.99153 -85.8247 26:25.0 4 40
2698 I-69 15.5 n 1 tcom m 5 39.99153 -85.8247 27:24.0 6 44
2698 I-69 15.5 n 1 tcom m 5 39.99153 -85.8247 28:25.0 10 47
2698 I-69 15.5 n 1 tcom m 5 39.99153 -85.8247 29:25.0 3 47






Combined with Other Data  Sources 
NORTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 205.0  
Congestion Mitigation to Reduce Queues 
NB VIEW 
SOUTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 205.0  
Congestion Mitigation to Reduce Queues 
SB VIEW 
SOUTHBOUND I-69 CONSTRUCTION ~MM 205.0  
Congestion Mitigation to Reduce Queues 
  

































            PERIODS                                



























































































































































































































































































Time Interval Ending on the Hour 




MOT Plan Adjusted To Mitigate 





S M T W T F S
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31
MARCH 2013













(Could be more than 2 miles but 






(15 min Bins) 
1st Data collection point s ~1.5 miles 






(15 min Bins) 
2nd  Data collection will be located within 
the construction zone. 
2 Days of Active 
Work Zone 
1 Day of Active or 
Inactive Workzone 
1 Day of Inactive 
Workzone 
Friday, all Lanes 
Open by 10 AM 










“Documentation of Construction Operations” 
 
Presented by: Alex Hainen 
Date: 3/6/2013 @ 8:00 
Fowler 
QUESTIONS 
Jim Poturalski / Tom Brennan 
40 
